
The Dream is Free, the Hustle is sold separately
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THE MAN BEHIND THE STORY
Howard Dell is a man on a mission. An accomplished renaissance man. He’s had a
lifetime of experience including being an Olympian, a professional Football and
Basketball player, a world championship bronze medalist, a liver transplant recipient
and a 8x Gold medalist and world record holder in the World Transplant games. He is
a distinguished coach in professional sports and sports training. Not to mention a
celebrated film and TV personality.
His musical performances stretch from professional musical theatre to semi finalist
on “ The Voice” to performances with legendary music producer David Foster. 

Howard captures audience with his energy, humor and caring. His lifetime of experience, from farm boy to international celebrity,
takes the audience through a journey of growth and change. Sharing his secrets for fighting adversity and self motivation he
leaves his audience empowered and inspired. A teacher in the Power of Positive thinking, as well as a shining example in how to
self motivate and always be moving forward. (ABMF) He is an established educator in the effectiveness of personal leadership
and self motivation.

HIS MESSAGE

For booking Howard Dell Contact Angela Brown at +1 816-552-8582

TOPICS IN DEMAND!
HAVING THE COURAGE TO FAIL

Dealing with failure, over coming your fear of failure and learning from your failures. 3
hardest things for people to say: I'm sorry | I was wrong | I need your help.

ALWAYS BE MOVING FORWARD

LEADERSHIP BY EXAMPLE

Looking at problem solving in a logistic way. Not overthinking and not over reacting. Feeling the
pain and doing it anyway. You do what you have to do until you can do what you want to do.

Do you lead by example, gaining trust from those around you. Walking the walk and talking
the talk. Trust vs performance.

“This time next year you
will have wished you

started today.”

“If you are the smartest person
in the room.. then you’re in the

wrong room.”
Motivate Employees, Inspire Creativity, Increase Performance.

"Everyone connects with his passion, sincerity
and soulful spirit. His accomplishments beg
the question, "how did he do all that?" I
recommend you watch, learn and listen to the
impossible."
Karen O’Dell Barber
Who’s Who in American Businesswomen
CEO at Treatment Consultants, LLC
Former CEO Belmont Hills Hospital

"Howard's story is incredible. He has motivated
1000's worldwide. Passion, discipline,
dedication A story you have to hear."

George Bakopanos
Operations Director AMPCOR Int'l




